When the feeling for multilingual communication is well fostered

A conception
of multimarket communication
based on language and simplicity
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Mexico.
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So it was written that she would finally take the driver’s
seat of the glocalised Eurologos pilot office to direct it
and inspire the repositioning of all the group’s offices.

With her comprehensive cosmopolitan background, Odile Troiano settled for almost three years
at Eurologos-Brussels, the family business. With her
business trips, she managed to expand the Eurologos network in four continents: she didn’t miss the
opportunity to visit much of Europe and its surroundings, even the Maghreb.
But the idea of completing her professional training
demanded more: she had an intense experience in
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Did you say multi-market?

Glocalization: The global organisation of Eurologos
(according to the Californian neologism of the nineties,
consisting of a contraction of the words globalization and
localization) demands the continuous search of the group to
anchor itself “where the languages are spoken”.

Eurologos Group, quality and low cost in multilingual communication.
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